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Local models that capture the 7-brane physics of F-theory compactifications for supersym-
metric GUTs are conveniently described in terms of an E8 gauge theory in the presence of a
Higgs bundle. Though the Higgs bundle data is usually determined by the local geometry and
G-flux, additional gluing data must be specified whenever the Higgs bundle spectral cover is
not smooth. In this paper, we argue that this additional information is determined by data
of the M-theory 3-form that is not captured by the cohomology class of the G-flux. More
specifically, we show that when the 3-form is specified in terms of a line bundle on a spectral
divisor, which is a global extension of the Higgs bundle spectral cover, the gluing data of the
local model is uniquely determined in a way that ensures agreement with Heterotic results
whenever a Heterotic dual exists.
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1 Introduction and Summary
Though local F-theory models are well-understood by now, recent work has highlighted an
interesting subtlety. Local F-theory GUTs have largely been described in the framework of the
8-dimensional N = 1 SYM theory on the worldvolume of the GUT 7-branes in the presence
of a nontrivial Higgs bundle [1]. Though a generic Higgs bundle is uniquely specified by its
spectral data, additional data is required when the spectral cover is not smooth [2–4]. This
is particularly relevant when considering models with U(1) symmetries that do not localize
along non-Abelian singularities. In these models, the spectral cover CHiggs splits into multiple
components [5–13] so that the full cover CHiggs is singular, where the components intersect.
Gluing represents additional data that must be specified along these intersections.
The importance of gluing data presents a serious challenge in light of the recent advances
in global model building. Given a global model, we know how to determine the spectral data
of the Higgs bundle but what if we need to know more? How does the global compactification
specify the gluing data that completes the specification of the local model? Addressing this
issue in a practical way is the subject of this paper.
As gluing data is intrinsically tied to the description of Higgs bundles with spectral covers,
we rely heavily on a global generalization of the spectral cover construction. Any singular
elliptic four fold that has a local characterization in terms of a spectral cover CHiggs in the
vicinity of a component of the discriminant exhibits a spectral divisor, CF , that provides a
global extension of that cover [9, 12, 14, 15]1. The restriction of CF to the (singular elliptic
fibration over) the GUT 7-brane locus is a compact version of the Higgs bundle spectral cover
Cloc that is isomorphic to the Heterotic spectral cover whenever a Heterotic dual exists [21]
2.
Just as the gauge bundle of the local model depends on a choice of line bundle on CHiggs, the
G-flux of the global model can be specified by a choice of line bundle (or sheaf) NF on CF 3.
When the G-flux is specified in this way we obtain a unique sheaf by restriction to Cloc with
any requisite gluing data completely determined.
The implications for the spectrum are easily clarified in the most interesting case where
the Higgs bundle spectral cover is reducible. The data that needs to be specified is two-fold
(1) Do we treat the individual components of CHiggs separately or not? Is the gauge bundle
determined by separate line bundles on each component or are they glued together? In
1Other recent progress on global definition of G-flux can be found in [16–20].
2In the presence of an additional U(1) symmetry, the divisor CF splits into components, thereby extending
the reducibility of Cloc in that case.
3More specifically, the cohomology class of G is determined only by c1(NF ). In principle, the choice of NF
itself carries more information that is reflected in the 3-form C3.
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the global geometry, the question of whether the bundles are glued or not depends on
whether the spectral divisor CF is factored or not. This impacts the map that determines
the cohomology class of G in terms of a divisor on CF [21] and can thereby influence the
chirality of the spectrum.
(2) If the Higgs bundle spectral cover splits into components whose bundles are glued then
how are they glued? This amounts to specifying a map from the total space of the line
bundle on one component to the total space of the line bundle on another component
when restricted to the intersection locus [3, 4]. From the local model perspective, this
represents new data that must be specified in addition to the spectral data. We argue
that it is determined by information about C3, that is not necessarily captured by the
cohomology class of G. As expected, such data does not change the net chirality but
does impact the precise spectrum.
The effect on the spectrum is easy to see. Consider the spectrum computation in the
context of a factored spectral cover CHiggs = C
(a)
HiggsC
(b)
Higgs in an SU(5)GUT model. The 10
matter curve in the compactification of the spectral cover, Cloc, splits into two components,
Σ
(a)
10
and Σ
(b)
10
. The spectrum is determined by
Hm(Σ10,L10) , L10 := p
∗
locKS2 ⊗Nloc|Σ10 , (1.1)
which on the other hand can be computed from the exact sequence [3, 4]
0→ H0(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)
ι
→ H0(Σ10,L10)→ H
0(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)
∂
→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H1(Σ10,L10)→ H
1(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)→ 0 .
(1.2)
Here H0(Σ
(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
) counts sections of L10|Σ(b)
10
that vanish at intersection points
Σ
(a)
10
∩ Σ(b)
10
. The map ∂ is the coboundary map which depends on the gluing morphism [3, 4].
If ∂ is trivial, then the sequence splits and (1.2) implies4
hm(Σ10,L10) = h
m(Σ
(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
) + hm
(
Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)
. (1.3)
Note that the chirality of the spectrum in (1.3) differs from the chirality of the spectrum for
an irreducible Σ10. From the global perspective this is quite natural. As we recall in (3.6)
below, the way G-flux is read off from the bundle NF depends on the normal bundle to Cloc
4If we write L10 = OΣ10(γa+γb)⊗K
1/2
Σ10
, then the chirality of the spectrum in (1.3) agrees with a sum of two
independent chiralities
∑1
m=0(−1)
mhm
(
Σ
(a)
10
,O
Σ
(a)
10
(γa)⊗K
1/2
Σ
(a)
10
)
and
∑1
m=0(−1)
mhm
(
Σ
(b)
10
,O
Σ
(b)
10
(γb)⊗K
1/2
Σ
(b)
10
)
as appropriate for the case with trivial gluing morphism.
3
inside the spectral divisor CF , and this normal bundle changes when CF is deformed such that
Cloc becomes reducible [21]. The presence of gluing data can affect the details of ∂ but, as is
clear from (1.3), this does not change the net chirality of the spectrum.
We will first briefly review the local models in F-theory and gluing. In section 3, we
introduce the compactification Cloc of CHiggs and explain how a line bundle on the spectral
divisor gives rise to gluing in the local limit. This is exemplified in section 3. Finally, in
section 4 we conjecture what happens when the global spectral divisor factors: there is the
possibility that the spectral divisor splits, indicating the presence of an extra U(1). This
setup allows specification of additional data, globally, which we will conjecture to correspond
to a non-abelian potential C3.
2 Local Model and Gluing
Consider F-theory on a singular elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold, and let S2 be a component of
the discriminant, corresponding to 7-branes wrapping S2×R
3,1. For an AN−1 type singularity
the low energy effective theory on the 7-brane is described by an 8-dimensional N = 1 SYM.
We begin by describing what determins this local model, i.e. the data specifying the SYM
theory.
2.1 Higgs bundle and spectral cover CHiggs
The holomorphic data of a typical local model is comprised of an SU(N) Higgs bundle on
a compact surface S2. This Higgs bundle breaks an underlying E8 Yang-Mills theory on
R
3,1 × S2 to a phenomenologically interesting subgroup, such as SU(5) or SO(10), and is
typically specified by a spectral cover CHiggs
pHiggs : CHiggs → S2 (2.1)
along with a line bundle NHiggs on CHiggs. The bundle NHiggs determines a non-Abelian vector
bundle V on S2 via
V = pHiggs,∗NHiggs (2.2)
and the condition that it be an SU(N) bundle, c1(V ) = 0, motivates a decomposition of
NHiggs according to
c1(NHiggs) = γHiggs +
rHiggs
2
, (2.3)
where rHiggs is the ramification divisor of pHiggs and the pushforward of γHiggs as a divisor is
trivial
pHiggs,∗γHiggs = 0 . (2.4)
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In a global model, where S2 is a component of the discriminant locus of some elliptically
fibered Calabi-Yau 4-fold Y4, CHiggs is determined by the local geometry near S2, while the
bundle data is determined by the M-theory 4-form flux G4. This dictionary has been studied
in many places, initially in [1] and has been made quite precise using the formalism of spectral
divisors [9, 12, 14, 15].
To review the subtlety, let us work with the particular example of an SU(5) model where
CHiggs is a hypersurface inside the total space of the canonical bundle KS2 that covers S2 5
times
CHiggs : b0s
5 + b2s
3 + b3s
2 + b4s+ b5 = 0 , (2.5)
where the objects appearing are sections of the indicated bundles on S2
Section Bundle
s c1
bm O(η −mc1)
(2.6)
Here, c1 is shorthand for an anti-canonical divisor on S2 and η is a divisor class that is
determined by c1 and the normal bundle of S2 in B3, NS2/B3 = O(−t), in the usual way
η = 6c1 − t . (2.7)
The local geometry of a global model determines the bm’s while the G-flux determines γHiggs
and consequently NHiggs from
NHiggs = OCHiggs(γHiggs + rHiggs/2) , (2.8)
where γHiggs + rHiggs/2 is guaranteed to be an integral class when the G-flux is properly
quantized.
2.2 Gluing in local models
The data described so far is however not complete, in particular when CHiggs is not smooth.
As a simple example of this type of situation, suppose CHiggs splits into two components as in
CHiggs = C
(a)
Higgs × C
(b)
Higgs . (2.9)
The G-flux determines a divisor γHiggs that will have restrictions to each of the two compo-
nents, C(a)Higgs and C
(b)
Higgs, respectively
γ
(a)
Higgs ≡ γHiggs|C(a)
Higgs
, γ
(b)
Higgs ≡ γHiggs|C(b)
Higgs
. (2.10)
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Each of these, in turn, can be used to determine a line bundle on the corresponding component
N (m)Higgs = OC(m)
Higgs
(
γ
(m)
Higgs +
r
(m)
Higgs
2
)
, (2.11)
where r
(m)
Higgs is the ramification divisor of C
(m)
Higgs. This is not enough to fully specify NHiggs,
however, because in local models there is no unique prescription what to do at the singular
points of CHiggs where the two individual components meet. The extra data that must be
specified here is the gluing data [3, 4] and is related to a type of ‘T-brane configuration’ [2].
The physics is sensitive to NHiggs primarily through its restriction to various matter curves
as we obtain, in this way, the line bundle to which physical degrees of freedom couple. Consider
for instance the 10 matter curve Σ10 inside CHiggs
Σ10 : b5 = s = 0 . (2.12)
The degrees of freedom that localize there are counted by the standard cohomologies
Hp(Σ10, p
∗
HiggsKS2 ⊗NHiggs|Σ10) . (2.13)
When CHiggs splits into components as in (2.9), the 10 matter curve itself becomes reducible
Σ10 = Σ
(a)
10
∪ Σ(b)
10
. (2.14)
The nature of NHiggs|Σ10 depends crucially on how NHiggs behaves along the locus where the
two components, C(a)Higgs and C
(b)
Higgs, meet. The computation of the cohomologies (2.13) is not
necessarily given by a sum
Hp(Σ
(a)
10
, p∗HiggsKS2 ⊗NHiggs|Σ(a)
10
)⊕Hp(Σ(b)
10
, p∗HiggsKS2 ⊗NHiggs|Σ(b)
10
) . (2.15)
It is natural to then ask: if local geometry determines the bm’s and G-flux determines γHiggs,
to what does the gluing data correspond to globally? Said differently, given a Calabi-Yau
fourfold Y4 with SU(5) singularity along S2, how do we determine the gluing data of the
resulting local model? We will address this in the next section.
3 Global Gluing
As the gluing is formulated in the context of the Higgs bundle spectral cover description of the
local model, we should work in a formalism where the map from global data to local spectral
covers is understood. In fact, for any compact CY fourfold Y4 with an ADE type singularity
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over a surface S2, we will define a compact version Cloc of the Higgs bundle spectral cover [?],
which is a restriction of the globally defined, compact spectral divisor CF . Cloc can be defined
more succinctly in terms of an auxiliary three-fold Z3. This agrees with the heterotic CY
threefold whenever a heterotic dual exists, but crucially can be defined in general.
From the global point of view, gluing is encoded in a line bundle NF over the spectral
divisor CF , which restricts to a bundle on Cloc. This is globally an entirely well-defined object,
irrespective of whether CHiggs is smooth or not. The Higgs bundle interpretation depends on
those aspects, in particular for smooth CHiggs the restriction of NF yields a line bundle on
CHiggs, which corresponds in the usual way to local flux. If the Higgs bundle spectral cover is
not smooth, generically we obtain a sheaf on CHiggs, which we can interpret as local flux plus
gluing information. Again, from the global perspective there is no distinction between these
for a given line bundle NF on the spectral divisor.
We will now explain these points by first revisiting the concept of spectral divisors in the
global model, which define by restriction the compactification Cloc of the Higgs bundle spectral
cover, and finally, we describe gluing in this context.
3.1 Spectral Divisor CF
We stick to SU(5) models for concreteness and look, then, to a Calabi-Yau 4-fold Y4 defined
as the following hypersurface inside a P21,2,3 bundle over a base B3
y2 = x3 + v
[
B0z
5 + B2z
3v3x+ B3z
2v2y + B4zvx
2 + B5xy
]
. (3.1)
In general, Bm is not identically zero at z = 0. It may contain a piece that is, however. Let
us remove this ambiguity and write, in general
Bm = bˆm + cˆmz , (3.2)
where we take bˆm so that bˆm = Bm(z = 0). In this way, we arrive at Y4 of the form
y2 = x3 + cˆ0(zv)
6 + cˆ2(zv)
4x+ cˆ3(zv)
3y + cˆ4(zv)
2x2 + cˆ5xy(zv)
+ v
[
bˆ0(zv)
5 + bˆ2(zv)
3x+ bˆ3(zv)
2y + bˆ4(zv)x
2 + bˆ5xy
]
,
(3.3)
where the objects here are sections of the indicated bundles
Section Bundle
v O(σ)
x O(2[σ + c1,B3 ])
y O(3[σ + c1,B3 ])
bˆm O([6−m]c1,B3 − [5−m]S2)
cˆm O([6−m](c1,B3 − S2))
(3.4)
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with σ the section of Y4 and c1,B3 shorthand for an anti-canonical divisor of B3. As the cˆm’s
represent ’higher order behavior’, they can be modified or even completely removed by making
replacements of the form bˆm → bˆm − c′mz. The condition bˆm = Bm(z = 0) completely fixes
any higher order ambiguity and we will assume it throughout.
Given Y4, we define the spectral divisor CF as the 5-sheeted cover of B3 that emerges from
the proper transform of the 3-fold
CF :
y2 = x3 + cˆ0(zv)
6 + cˆ2(zv)
4x+ cˆ3(zv)
3y + cˆ4(zv)
2x2 + cˆ5(zv)xy
0 = bˆ0z
5 + bˆ2z
3x+ bˆ3z
2y + bˆ4zx
2 + bˆ5xy
(3.5)
in the Calabi-Yau resolution Y˜4 of Y4. The usefulness of CF is that it provides a bridge that
connects G-flux to local model data. We can specify G-fluxes in Y4, for instance, by choosing
a line bundle NF on CF and forming
G = ιF,∗
[
c1(NF )−
1
2
c1(Lrˆ)
]
(3.6)
where
ιF : CF → Y˜4 (3.7)
is the embedding map and Lrˆ is a line bundle on CF that is related to the ramification divisor
of the covering [21] 5
pF : CF → B3 . (3.8)
3.2 Compact spectral cover Cloc
Each singular CY fourfold contains a compactification of the Higgs bundle spectral cover.
The restriction of CF to the singular elliptic fibration over S2 is a compactification of CHiggs
denoted by Cloc [21]
Cloc ≡ CF |pi∗S2 , (3.9)
where
pi : Y4 → B3 . (3.10)
By studying a resolution Y˜4 of Y4, one finds a simple presentation of the surface Cloc as a
complete intersection in an F1-fibration over S2 [21]. More specifically, consider an F1 surface
5More specifically, Lrˆ is a twist of the bundle OCF (rF ) where rF is the ramification divisor of pF . This twist
is obtained by extending the normal bundle of Cloc in CF to a bundle on all of CF and removing the ’vertical
pieces’, that is the pieces pulled back from B3 via pF . The result is a bundle Lrˆ such that Lrˆ|Cloc = OCloc(rloc).
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with homogeneous coordinates [X,W ] on the base and [u, q] on the fiber. We fiber this over
S2 to obtain a 4-fold E4
F1 → E4
↓
S2
(3.11)
in which X,W, u, q transform as sections of the indicated bundles
Section Bundle
X O(f + 2c1)
W O(f)
u O(b+ f + 3c1)
q O(b)
(3.12)
where we introduced notation b and f for the divisors associated to the base and fiber of the
F1. The intersection (3.9) is isomorphic to the surface defined by
Cloc :
Wq2 = u
[
uX3 + c0uW
3 + c2uW
2X + c3qW
2 + c4uWX
2 + c5qWX
]
0 = b5Xq + b4uX
2 + b3Wq + b2uWX + b0W
2u ,
(3.13)
where
bm = bˆm|S2 cm = cˆm|S2 . (3.14)
The first equation defines an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau 3-fold Z3 over S2
E → Z3
↓
S2
(3.15)
while the second gives the 5-sheeted cover Cloc of S2. The section of Z3 is alongW = u = 0 and
the geometry near this section is nothing other than CHiggs (2.5). It is worthwhile noting that
Z3 agrees with the heterotic CY, whenever a heterotic dual exists. The construction presented
here applies to all CY fourfolds, which makes this approach using Cloc very powerful.
It is helpful to have a more standard description of the auxiliary 3-fold Z3 as a hypersurface
in a P21,2,3 bundle with weighted homogeneous coordinates [v, x, y]. Denote this bundle over S2
by X4. First note that W = 0 everywhere on Z3 where u = 0. This motivates the replacement
W → V 2 X → X q → Y u→ V . (3.16)
We obtain an equivalent description of Z3 as the hypersurface
Y 2 = X3 + c0V
6 + c2V
4X + c3V
3Y + c4V
2X2 + c5V XY (3.17)
and of Cloc as the cover specified by
0 = b5XY + b4X
2V + b3Y V
2 + b2XV
3 + b0V
5 . (3.18)
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It is now easy to see how the choice of line bundle NF specifies the line bundle NHiggs of
the local model. We simply restrict NF to Cloc to obtain a line bundle Nloc that determines a
line bundle NHiggs on CHiggs when we zoom in near the section
NF |Cloc = Nloc → NHiggs . (3.19)
As long as NF is well-defined, the result of this prescription is completely unambiguous
whether CHiggs is smooth or not. If it is smooth, we get an ordinary line bundle NHiggs on
CHiggs. If not, we get a sheaf that may admit a description involving a combination of line
bundles and gluing data. Either way, the precise nature of NHiggs is completely fixed by the
global data, that is the choice of NF . Note that this requires a choice of line bundle on CF ,
which determines the 3-form C3. In principle this carries more information than the first
Chern class, c1(NF ), which determines the flux G4.
Note that it is trivial to specialize to SO(10) or E6 singularities by switching off the
relevant bˆm’s and cˆm’s. It should also be straight forward to construct SU(6) examples by
imposing the right factoring rule on Cloc.
3.3 Gluing
In general, both CF and Cloc are irreducible (and further CF is smooth) even when CHiggs is
not. As an example, suppose the bˆm’s in (3.3) can be written as
bˆ0 = −αˆeˆ
2
0
bˆ2 = aˆ2eˆ0 + eˆ
2
1αˆ
bˆ3 = aˆ3eˆ0 + aˆ2eˆ1
bˆ4 = aˆ4eˆ0 + aˆ3eˆ1
bˆ5 = aˆ4eˆ1 .
(3.20)
In this case, CHiggs splits into components
CHiggs = C
(4)
Higgs × C
(1)
Higgs =
(
a4 + a3s+ a2s
2 + α [1− e0s]
)
(1 + e0s) , (3.21)
with
α = αˆ|S2 am = aˆm|S2 en = eˆn|S2 . (3.22)
To simplify calculations, the local model literature often compactifies CHiggs by compactifying
the ambient space, KS2 , to P(OS2⊕KS2). The resulting compactification of CHiggs preserves its
factorization structure. This obscures the fact, however, that the actual surface Cloc (3.9) that
10
arises from the global geometry is irreducible for generic cˆm. Correspondingly, the spectral
divisor CF is also irreducible and, moreover, it is generically smooth even when Cloc is not.
In the end, we have a prescription for determining the local model bundle data by simply
restricting the bundle NF on the smooth divisor CF to Cloc and finally to CHiggs. We will now
comment on the consistency of this prescription.
As we have seen in the section on local gluing, the chiralities of matter in a split spectral
cover will crucially depend on the gluing data. In the local model, they are computed by the
cohomologies
Hp(Σ10, p
∗
HiggsKS2 ⊗NHiggs|Σ10) . (3.23)
It is now clear how the restriction of the bundle NF can impact these: The prescription of
restricting the bundle NF on CF to Cloc, and ultimately to Σ10 and the other matter curves,
determines the chiralities. In fact, we can compute the correct cohomologies (3.23) uniquely
by realizing Σ10 as a complete intersection inside the smooth space CF and using Koszul
sequences. Often, the restriction Nloc of NF can alternatively be written as the restriction of
a line bundle NZ on the auxiliary 3-fold Z3 to Cloc in which case Koszul sequences involving
the simpler ambient space Z3 can be used. From this point of view the spectrum of 10 matter
is given by
Hm(Σ10, p
∗
locKS2 ⊗Nloc) = H
m(Σ10,L10) , (3.24)
where Σ10 is the matter curve in Cloc, andNloc is the restriction ofNF to Cloc. These comologies
can then be computed from
0→ H0(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H0(Σ10,L10)→ H
0(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)
→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H1(Σ10,L10)→ H
1(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)→ 0 .
(3.25)
This procedure gives the right sheaf NHiggs on CHiggs and, correspondingly, the right restric-
tions to all matter curves because it agrees with the Heterotic side whenever a Heterotic dual
exists. This is almost immediate from our formalism because the 3-fold Z3 is isomorphic to
the Heterotic Calabi-Yau in these cases and Cloc is isomorphic to the Heterotic spectral cover.
The bundle Nloc, then, is isomorphic to the Heterotic spectral bundle NHet so the restrictions
to various matter curves are guaranteed to agree on both sides.
4 Example
We now consider an example, where we compute the precise spectrum in a global model where
the local model spectral cover splits. There are plenty of examples in [3,4] for the case when
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the coboundary map in (1.2) is non-trivial, i.e. the second case outlined in the introduction.
For this reason we focus on an example of the first type, where the overall chirality changes
compared to the case without gluing.
4.1 The Setup
Consider for the base of the elliptic fibration B3 = P
3 and S2 = H a hyperplane in P
3. The
bˆm and cˆm are sections of
Section Bundle
bˆm (19− 3m)H
cˆm (18− 3m)H
(4.1)
The data relevant for the local model is
η = 19H , t = −H , (4.2)
so that we can build an example with the same normal bundle but with a Heterotic dual by
replacing the 3-fold base by P(OP2 ⊕OP2(1)). Let us stick with P
3 for now.
The local model spectral cover Cloc is a hypersurface inside the auxiliary 3-fold Z3
Y 2 = X3 + c0V
6 + c2V
4X + c3V
3Y + c4V
2X2 + c5XY V , (4.3)
where V,X, Y are projective coordinates on the P21,2,3 fiber of the ambient space and transform
as sections of
Section Bundle
V O(σloc)
X O(2σloc + 6H)
Y O(3σloc + 9H)
(4.4)
Inside the P21,2,3 bundle over S2, which we call X4 for definiteness, Z3 is in the class
Z3 = 6σloc + 18H . (4.5)
The defining equation of the spectral cover is
Cloc : 0 = b0V
5 + b2V
3X + b3V
2Y + b4V X
2 + b5XY (4.6)
and is in the class
Cloc : 5σloc + 19H (4.7)
The traceless γloc is
γloc = 5σloc − (η − 5c1,S2) = 5σ − 4H (4.8)
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while the ramification divisor rloc is
rloc = c1,S2 + Cloc = 5σloc + 22H . (4.9)
The inherited bundle, then, is
Nloc = OX4
(
λ[5σloc − 4H ] +
1
2
[5σloc + 22H ]
)
|Cloc
= OX4
(
5
[
λ+
1
2
]
σloc + [11− 4λ]H
)
|Cloc
(4.10)
and it is by now well-known how to construct a bundle NF on CF that restricts to Nloc. Let
us consider the spectrum of 10’s, which is determined by
Hm(Σ10, p
∗
locKS2 ⊗Nloc) = H
m(Σ10,L10) , (4.11)
where
L10 = OX4
(
5
[
λ+
1
2
]
σloc + [8− 4λ]H
)
|Σ10 , (4.12)
where Σ10 is the 10 matter curve in Cloc defined by the restriction of
b5 = 0 (4.13)
to Cloc. It is isomorphic to the curve b5 = 0 inside S2. Since b5 is a section of OP2(4H) it is a
curve of genus 3 and
χ(Σ10,L) = degL+ (1− g) = degL − 2 (4.14)
As a quick check note that
degL10 = 2− 76λ . (4.15)
Since
η ·S2 (η − 5c1,S2) = 19H ·P2 4H = 76 (4.16)
this is consistent with the fact that we know the net chirality should be
− λη ·S2 (η − 5c1,S2) . (4.17)
So this indeed defines the line bundle L10 correctly.
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4.2 Chirality computation in Cloc
Since the bundle L10 is inherited from X4 and Σ10 is a complete intersection in X4, we can
use Koszul techniques as in [22,23] to compute the desired cohomologies. We can describe X4
as a toric variety with the GLSM matrix

V
X
Y
z1
z2
z3


↔


−2 −3 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
−2 −3 1 0
−2 −3 0 1
−2 −3 −1 −1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0
2 6
3 9
0 1
0 1
0 1


↔


σloc
2σloc + 6H
3σloc + 9H
H
H
H


(4.18)
and Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = {V XY, z1z2z3} . (4.19)
Let us do a simple calculation with
λ =
1
2
L10 = OX4 (5σloc + 6H) (4.20)
If we write Σ10 as a complete intersection inside X4 of
Y 2 = X3 + c0V
6 + c2V
4X + c3V
3Y + c4V
2X2 + c5V XY
0 = b5XY + b4V X
2 + b3V
2Y + b2V
3X + b0V
5
0 = V
(4.21)
then cohomcalg [22, 23] immediately gives
hm(Σ10,L10) = (0, 38) . (4.22)
This is the result of computing the chirality purely from a global perspective.
4.3 Computation in case of Split of CHiggs
We will next compare the global computation in the last subsection to the case when the local
Higgs bundle spectral cover splits, and show that the correct chirality is only accounted for
when non-trivial gluing is included, which is encoded in the restriction of Lloc to the Higgs
bundle spectral cover CHiggs.
Consider the instance, when the bm’s are chosen so that CHiggs exhibits a 3+2 split. In
this case, we will have a factorization for the section b5
b5 = a3e2 . (4.23)
One simple possibility is for our quartic, b5, to split a pair of quadrics.
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4.3.1 Split CHiggs
To construct the 3+2 split Higgs bundle spectral cover CHiggs, note that from [13], we know
that the sections bm take the form, where an and en are the coefficients in the 3 and 2 factors,
respectively
b0 = −a1αe
2
0
b2 = a1αβ
2 + a2αe0 − a1e0e2
b3 = a2αβ + a3αe0 + a1βe2
b4 = a3αβ + a2e2
b5 = a3e2
(4.24)
so that CHiggs is defined by
0 = b0s
5 + b2s
3 + b3s
2 + b4s+ b5 =
(
a3 + a2s+ a1s
2[β − e0s]
)
(e2 + αs[β + e0s]) . (4.25)
The coefficients are sections of the bundles
Section Bundle
a3 η − 5c1 − ξA − ξB
a2 η − 4c1 − ξA − ξB
a1 η − 3c1 − ξA − 2ξB
e2 ξA + ξB
e0 c1 + ξB
α c1 + ξA
β ξB
(4.26)
For simplicity, let’s choose ξB = O. Further, we take ξA = O(2H) so that
Section Bundle
a3 O(2H)
a2 O(5H)
a1 O(8H)
e2 O(2H)
e0 O(3H)
α O(5H)
β O
(4.27)
4.3.2 Chirality Computation in CHiggs with Gluing
When b5 splits as
b5 = a3e2 (4.28)
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then Σ10 is reducible into components
Σ10 → Σ
(3)
10
∪ Σ(2)
10
, (4.29)
where we can realize each component as a complete intersection inside Z3
Σ
(3)
10
: a3 = v = 0
Σ
(2)
10
: e2 = v = 0
(4.30)
and hence as a complete intersection inside X4, as defined in section 3.2. We choose a3 and
e2 to be quadrics, so that each of these curves is a P
1. This means we can compute individual
cohomologies of L10|Σ(a)
10
uniquely from the degree. In particular, we have that
L10|Σ(3)
10
= OP1(−18)
L10|Σ(2)
10
= OP1(−18)
(4.31)
so that
hm(Σ
(3)
10
,L
Σ
(3)
10
) = (0, 17)
hm(Σ
(2)
10
,L
Σ
(2)
10
) = (0, 17) .
(4.32)
When we treat the bundles separately we find a different net spectrum and indeed a different
net index! This is not unexpected: this is an example how chirality of spectrum jumps not
due to gluing data but due to ramification divisors being different for the total curve and for
the two parts of the curve, corresponding to the case (1) in the Introduction. Indeed,
χ(Σ10,OΣ10) = 1− gΣ10
= −2
χ(Σ
(3)
10
,O
Σ
(3)
10
) = 1− g
Σ
(3)
10
= 1
χ(Σ
(3)
10
,O
Σ
(2)
10
) = 1− g
Σ
(2)
10
= 1
(4.33)
so the index of the structure sheaf on Σ10 is different from the sums of the indices on the
components Σ
(a)
10
.
If we are to treat the components as part of a single degenerate curve with sheaf obtained
by restricting Nloc, the proper computation comes from the sequence
0→ H0(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H0(Σ10,L10)→ H
0(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)
→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H1(Σ10,L10)→ H
1(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)→ 0 .
(4.34)
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To compute this, we need to specify the map from
H0(Σ
(a)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
)→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
) , (4.35)
which is possible by using the exact sequence
0→ H0(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H0(Σ(b)
10
,L10|Σ(b)
10
)→ H0(Σ(a)
10
∩ Σ(b)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
∩Σ
(b)
10
)
→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10(−Σ
(a)
10
)|
Σ
(b)
10
)→ H1(Σ(b)
10
,L10|Σ(b)
10
)→ 0
(4.36)
We take sections of L10|Σ(a)
10
on Σ
(a)
10
and restrict them to the intersection to get elements of
H0(Σ
(a)
10
∩ Σ(b)
10
,L10|Σ(a)
10
∩Σ
(b)
10
) and then apply the coboundary map of the above sequence. In
our case, the component curves are P1’s and the number of intersection points is just 4, so
that
#Σ
(a)
10
∩ Σ(b)
10
= 4 . (4.37)
Therefore the sequence (4.34) becomes
0→ H0(P1,(b),OP1(−22))→ H
0(Σ10,L10)→ H
0(P1,(a),OP1(−18))
→ H1(P1,(b),OP1(−22))→ H
1(Σ10,L10)→ H
1(P1,(a),OP1(−18)) .
(4.38)
We don’t need to know any details of the coboundary map to conclude
hm(Σ10,L10|Σ10) = (0, 38) (4.39)
in agreement with our previous computation.
So, if we were in a situation where the factorization property of CHiggs were global and we
could talk about the two components Σ
(a)
10
as distinct with each housing the bundle Nloc|Σ(a)
10
we
would find 17 10’s on each component for a total of 34 10’s and no 10’s. If the factorization
structure of CHiggs does not persist, however, and Cloc (and indeed CF ) are irreducible so that
the components are really part of a degenerate matter curve housing a sheaf obtained by
restricting Nloc, complete with ’gluing’, we get 38 10’s and 0 10’s. The extra 4 are associated
to the 4 points of intersection where the degenerate curves come together.
5 Gluing when CF Splits
Throughout this discussion we have assumed that CF is smooth because it is the generic
situation. When CF is not smooth, however, we must be careful how we specify NF . Perhaps
the most interesting situation is when CF splits into multiple components. Whenever this
happens, it indicates an extra U(1) in the problem.
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5.1 Gluing and larger gauge group on S2
One situation in which CF splits into components can arise when the gauge group at z = 0 is
actually bigger than SU(5). When it is SU(6), for instance, the bˆm’s are such that
bˆ0z
5 + bˆ2z
3x+ bˆ3z
2y + bˆ4zx
2 + bˆ5xy =
(
δ0z
3 + δ2zx + δ3y
) (
ρ0z
2 + ρ2y
)
(5.1)
The case of SO(10), on the other hand, corresponds to bˆ5 identically zero in which case CF
becomes
z
(
bˆ0z
4 + bˆ2z
2x+ bˆ3zy + bˆ4x
2
)
(5.2)
Models with E6 gauge group have bˆ5 = bˆ4 = 0 so CF has three components since the z = 0
piece picks up multiplicity two
z2
(
bˆ0z
3 + bˆ2zx + bˆ3y
)
. (5.3)
In each of these cases, a splitting of CHiggs extends to a splitting of CF so we cannot fix the
ambiguity in NHiggs by appealing to some well-defined line bundle on CF . Rather, the singular
nature of CF means that we should be able to specify a sheaf NF that can be described in
terms of line bundles on the individual components and gluing data. So, the gluing data of
the local model is specified by a gluing data on CF . But to what does gluing data on CF
correspond?
Let’s take the SU(6) example to be specific and refer to the cubic and quadratic compo-
nents of CF by C
(3)
F and C
(2)
F , respectively. Suppose now we consider the line bundle Ninherited
on the ambient 5-fold whose restriction to a smooth CF would yield the universal ’inherited’
flux. We can construct two different NF ’s on our degenerate CF from this. One is the pair
of line bundles that we get by restricting Ninherited individually to the two components of
CF . The other is the sheaf that we get by direct restriction of Ninherited to CF , which will
add nontrivial gluing data along the intersection of C(3)F and C
(2)
F . We think that some kind
of non-abelian 3-form potential C3 with non-zero off-diagonal term should be appropriate
description of the non-trivial global gluing. This is supported by considering the local limit,
where along the z2 = 0 factor of (5.3) results in a degenerate spectral cover with a sheaf, that
is isomorphic to the heterotic data specifying a rank 2 bundle on the heterotic side6.
5.2 Extra U(1)’s not on S2
The spectral divisor CF also splits when extra U(1)’s not associated to the gauge group on
S2 appear. Let us consider the example of a 4+1 split situation that arises is when CF splits
6In the heterotic context, this has been considered in [24].
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into two components as in
CF = C
(4)
F + C
(1)
F (5.4)
In this case, the divisor 4C(1)F − C
(4)
F determines, up to some correction terms, a (1, 1)-form
that yields a new U(1) symmetry (in the previous example this (1, 1)-form would be one of
the Cartans of the larger gauge group). A pure U(1) flux can be engineered by introducing
separate line bundles N (4)F and N
(1)
F on the two components. We can also add gluing data,
however, it is not clear if there is any interpretation in terms of non-abelian C3 in this case.
A situation like this can occur, for example, when the bˆm’s are as in (3.20) and cˆm = 0 for
all m in (3.3). In that case, the auxiliary 3-fold Z3 is actually singular
Wq2 = u2X3 (5.5)
Under the identification (3.16) this becomes
Y 2 = X3 (5.6)
and the equation (3.18) for Cloc can be written as
0 = b0V
5 + b2V
3X + b3V
2Y + b4V X
2 + b5XY
=
(
a4t
4 + a3t
3v + a2t
2v2 + αv3[e1t− e0v]
)
(e0v + e1t)
(5.7)
where we made the replacement X = t2, Y = t3. The two components C(4)loc and C
(1)
loc are the
restrictions of C(4)F and C
(1)
F and if we build G-fluxes from separate line bundles N
(m)
F on C
(m)
F
then the local model bundles N (m)loc will be restrictions of those. This freedom to introduce
separate bundles on the two components of CF represents the possibility of turning on U(1)
flux.
Note that the splitting of Cloc in this case was made possible by the degeneration of the
auxiliary 3-fold Z3 in which it is naturally embedded. More specifically, the elliptic fiber of
Z3 was pinched everywhere to a P
1 fiber. If we ignore the fact that this P1 is really a pinched
torus it is easy to see that this 3-fold is just P(OS2 ⊕ KS2), namely the usual one used to
study compactifications of CHiggs in local model studies. The factorization structure of CHiggs
remains in this case because this particular compactification, which preserves it, is the actual
one that we find in Y4.
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